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Payne thrives on competition 

The fascination was instant. 
 
At the age of 15, he’d never even pat a horse 
let alone sat on one yet unbeknownst to him, 
it’d prove the catalyst for achieving just about 
every accolade in South African racing before 
embarking upon a life in Australia. 
 
Soon after he was accepted into the jockey 
academy, much to the horror of his parents, it 
was almost over before it had ever began, with 
a homesick Payne walking away. 
 
“The jockey academy was a rough place with 
the initiation and after a couple of months I 
said, ‘this is not for me, I’m out of here’,” Payne 
recalled. 
 
“The Chief Steward phoned my father and told 

him to send David back because we think he 
can make it. 
 
“Otherwise I might have been doing something 
else. If it wasn’t for him, I wouldn’t be here.” 
 
Success came quickly to Payne who was the 
champion national apprentice in 1968 and 
1969. Interestingly, Payne’s first ever winner 
was a dead-heat when riding Play-Play in 
1963. 
 
It all came very naturally, and weight was the 
least of Payne’s worries at the time. He was 
tiny and remembers lumping a big, heavy  
saddle. 
 
He was also the senior Champion Jockey on 
two occasions but after seven (to Page 2) 

If David Payne, along with his nine siblings, weren’t forced to walk past soaring Greyville  
Racecourse in Durban on his way to school each day, he would never have found racing. 
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Payne thrives on competition—from page 1 

Payne yearned for security for his wife Merle 
and children Tracy and Gary. 
 
“I was 54 at the time, it was tough. I was  
applying for boxes in Australia from South  
Africa but I couldn’t get them; for the first six 
months in Australia I never worked. I was just 
trying to get stables, it was very stressful,” he 
said. 
 
Payne originally struggled to get his visa  
approved, citing that he was too old, but his 
exceptional training record put him in a special 
talents category. 
 
It was 2002 and Payne had swapped  
Summerveld where he was based, for  
Randwick, later again for Rosehill, where he 
now trains. 
 
Montefilia recently made it 108 Group One  
winners for Payne, having also won the  
Gr 1-Flight Stakes before backing up to beat 
the boys in the Gr 1-Spring Champion Stakes; 
both races at Royal Randwick. 
 
“The big stables will buy 200 yearlings a year, 
I’ll buy five or six, maximum ten. We found Ace 
High and Montefilia, it just keeps you going, I 
love competing at the highest level,” said 
Payne. 
 
“I love training, I really enjoy it, we don’t have 
many, I’m going to be 73 next birthday. 
 
“I just love the animals and love winning big 
races which is tough, but we always seem to 
have one good one in the stable … touch 
wood. I’m still ambitious at my age.” 
 
As the saying goes though, behind every good 
man, and the ever-humble Payne is certainly 
that, is a great woman. 
 
“Merle is the ‘best horse’ in the stable, I found a 
winner when I met her. 
 
“I’m Catholic and she’s Jewish so the parents 
weren’t happy, we had a lot of drama to start 
with, but we’ve been married now 46 years. 
Merle is a star, she has been my rock,” said 
Payne. 

racingnsw.com.au 

years of riding and 399 winners, his weight 
forced him to commence training. It was 1972 
and he was just 24 years old. 
 
His first runner as a trainer won, Early Bird, and 
in his first season as a trainer Payne finished 
second. He had just eight horses to his name. 
 
“That was the first horse I ever put a saddle on. 
I thought ‘this is easy,” laughed Payne. 

“We only had a handful of horses but in there 
was a yearling and I started riding him work. I 
thought straight away ‘gee whiskers, this is 
champion’. It was a horse called In Full Flight 
and he was the horse that got me going. 
 
“He was an absolute freak and to this day, the 
best horse I’ve had anything to do with. He 
could win a weight-for-age race from 1000m 
race up to 2000m. He died very young after 
bursting a blood vessel. He was only an early 
four-year-old and we had planned to take him 
to the Arc [France’s Group 1-Prix de l’Arc de 
Triomphe].” 
 
In Full Flight won 16 of his 19 starts, six at 
Group One level. 
 
After training in his homeland for 30 years, 
Payne won every Group One in the country, 
racking up 98 wins at the top level but when 
Nelson Mandela stood down as president, 
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The Horseracing Safety and Integrity 
Act was passed in the USA on Monday as 
part of the year-end federal funding bill and 
COVID-19 rescue package. The act hopes to 
standardize medication and safety rules in 
horse racing nationwide.   
 
This action would, in most ways, supplant some 
of the authority of the 38 state agencies that 
oversee racing. It is unclear whether any states 
will challenge the law as unconstitutional based 
on states’ rights.\ 

Team Valor CEO and long term friend of SA 
racing Barry Irwin posted the following reaction 
on  the paulickreport.com website. 
 

W hat's the big deal about the new racing 
legislation? 
 
When I called for horseracing to find a way to 
install the United States Anti-Doping Agency as 
the overseer of drugs in an Op/Ed for The 
Blood-Horse back in 2004, I did so with some 
specific goals in mind. My overriding reason, 
however, was to have an agency that was  
independent. 
 
Now that USADA will be given the job, nobody 
knows whether the hopes and dreams of those 
who worked so tirelessly to make USADA's 
presence a reality will be fully accomplished. 
One thing that everybody in the sport can be 
sure of is that special interests will no longer be 
able to tilt the playing fields or the halls of  
justice. 
 
Over the years people have asked me why 
special interests fought so hard to keep the  
legislation from being enacted. The answers 
are many but they all boil down to unethical 
participants in racing being stopped from  

running their games and not paying any price 
when they get caught. 
 
As I explained to my peers who fought side by 
side to bring the Horseracing Integrity and 
Safety Act to fruition, the one thing the bill's  
opponents dread is that when they or members 
of their team get caught breaking the rules they 
will be unable to find a way in a boardroom, 
steward's stand, men's club or corporate office 
to obtain a favorable outcome. 
 
Anybody paying the least bit of attention to 
what is going on right now will know exactly 
what I am writing about. An unbeaten young 
stallion's reputation is on the line in an ongoing 
battle that involved a racing board, a steward's 
office and selective interpretation of rules.  
Another case is going through the adjudication 
process involving a positive for a banned  
substance and a bonus reportedly worth  
millions of dollars. 
 
We have all seen horsemen and owners break 
rules yet escape with favorable rulings or slaps 
on the wrist. 
 
At the same time we have seen trainers cheat 
with impunity and watched as those charged 
with the responsibility of going after them sit on 
their hands or shrug their shoulders. Why, one 
may wonder, would racetracks, stewards,  
medical directors and racing boards protect the 
guilty? 
 
Well, they all have conflicts of interest.  
Racetracks all think that it is trainers who bring 
in owners and racetracks need owners to  
supply their racing cards.  
 
Stewards, by and large, are concerned first and 
foremost with keeping their jobs and they learn 
early on in their tenure that the best way to  
accomplish this goal is not to rock the boat.  
 
Racing boards, like racetracks, are loath to 
bring cheating trainers to justice for fear of  
tarnishing the sport, as though by the cheating 
trainers' actions they had not done so already. 
 
I really hate to have to write this next part of 
this Op/Ed because it is so embarrassing to 
racing, but I humbly submit to you that some 
owners at the highest level of the sport only 
participate because they can game the system 
and get away with it.  

(to Page 6) 

Irwin looks at US racing act 
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And these people, as well as their trainers, live 
in mortal fear of not being able to find a get-out-
of-jail card after they break the rules. They 
count on this aspect of the sport. They know 
the tracks will not turn them in. And plenty of 
others feel the same way. 
 
So what scares the hell out of these miscreants 
is an agency like USADA headed by a world-
renown sports cop being in charge, because 
they know Travis Tygart is not going to roll over 
and play dead. 
 
Owners and trainers who play by the rules in 
the main understand how important and  
liberating this concept is and can be, but there 
have been others—especially trainers—who 
have fought against the legislation. They don't 
want trainers held up to scrutiny or caught and 
adjudicated because these innocent horsemen 
think that all of them will be unfairly painted with 
the same brush. It is the same philosophy  
engaged in by racetracks, who worry racing will 
be put in a bad light by trainers being exposed 
as cheats. 
 
Nothing could be further from the truth. It is only 
when a sport takes itself seriously, like Major 
League Baseball has done from time to time, 
that it can thrive and soar to new heights of 
popularity. 
 
As important as it is for fans and gamblers to 
believe in the integrity of racing, it is just as  
important for owners and trainers to believe in it 
as well.  
 
In a sport well-managed and adjudicated, pride 
of ownership can return in North America and 
trainers can once again go to restaurants or 
walk in the front door of their house  
carrying a Daily Racing Form without fear of  
embarrassment. 
 

So, yeah, passage of the “Integrity” aspect of 
the new law is a big deal. It is, in fact, such a 
big deal that it might very well save our sport. 
 
Passage of the bill, it must be said in closing, is 
only the beginning. In order for USADA to be 
successful it must rely on assistance from ethi-
cal owners and trainers. So instead of mimick-
ing silent officials in racing who sat by and let 
cheating take place, we will need owners to 
report on a new hotline any instances they 
know of regarding cheating so that Travis 
Tygart and his team can root out evil wherever 
they find it. 
 
I have every faith that owners will comply, and 
some faith that a lot of trainers will comply. I do, 
however, fear that the code of silence among 
those of the current generation will prevail and 
make USADA's job harder. Perhaps as in many 
things today the next generation will save our 
sorry asses, because in order to keep this sport 
on the level and make it fair for everybody, help 
will be required. 
 

Irwin looks at US racing act—from page 4 

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

mailto:joknowles.ems@gmail.com
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Saturday’s Cape Guineas was certainly a 
false run affair, as is made obvious by the 
race time of 100,07 seconds. In this analysis 
of the pace and otherwise of the race, Jay 
August tries to isolate what the  
reasons for this were.  
 

T he outcome of the 2020 Cape Guineas  
poses many questions and those will remain 
until the participants have met again in  
competition.  
 
The race was run in the slowest time in 15 
years despite other races on the day  
completing in reasonably fast times. The winner 
was a one-time winner and is only the second 
one-time winner in sixteen years to win the 
race.  
 
The winner is also the second lowest Merit  
Rated horse to win in 16 years. He started at 
odds of 100/1 and paid R80 on the tote indicat-
ing just what a surprise result this was.  
 
The more one analyses the pace of the  
Guineas the deeper the riddle becomes, and 
adding to that riddle was the heavy swirling 
wind on course during the entire race meeting.   

 
Simple video evidence indicates no discernible 
difference in wind from the two other feature 
races run over 1800m just prior to the Guineas 
and one is therefore left presuming that the 
wind did not change to any great degree during 
the running of the Guineas. 
 
The table below is a quick and simple track  
variant analysis by race for all races run on the 
turn. Only three of the eight races were run at 
worse than standard with the Guineas an  
outlier in this regard. The two 1800m features 
were run a second better than average. 

The table below highlights the time achieved 
from the start of the turn to the end of the false 
rail in the Victress and the Guineas.  
 
The former as mentioned was won end-to-end 
by Silvano’s Pride, a horse who clearly braved 
any headwind, while the latter was led to the 
300m pole by Seeking The Stars.  

Silvano’s Pride ran her bend without being 
pressed and completed in 34.59s. Seeking The 
Stars was pressed but appeared quite well held 
on the lead and completed in 37.26s. That  
difference of 2.67s (16 lengths) is substantial 
for a race of this class. 

What shows up as a variation from standard 
time relative to the Victress can be explained 
entirely by the very slow turn-time of the  
Guineas. Why did Seeking The Stars run that 
slowly on the turn? 
 
(This is an excerpt from a far more extensive 
article which can be found at:) 
southafricanracehorse.wordpress.com 

Guineas quandary analysed 

https://southafricanracehorse.wordpress.com/2020/12/22/analysis-kenilworth-19-12-20/
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          The home of   Horizon (SAF), by Dynasty 

Superstar jockey Joao Moreira is now a 
member of one of the most exclusive clubs 
in Hong Kong racing after notching his 
1,000th winner at Happy Valley on  
Wednesday – and he did it in record time. 
 
The Magic Man joins Douglas Whyte and Zac 
Purton as the only riders to have achieved the 
feat, but the Brazilian has bragging rights after 
getting there faster than his rivals – achieving 
the milestone in his eighth season while the 
other two got there in their 12th terms. 
 
All three are Hong Kong racing legends – 
they’ve shared every championship this century 
between them – but Moreira’s volume of  
winners is unprecedented, his haul coming 
from 4,585 rides at an incredible strike rate of 
21.81 per cent. 
 
The 37-year-old had already etched his name 
into the history books – three titles and the  
record for most wins in a season (170) will do 
that – but this mark simply adds another layer 
to his incredible resume. 
 
Coming into the meeting, Moreira had 998 wins 
to his name and needed two races to reach 
four figures, lifting Caspar Fownes’  
Perfect To Play home in the opener before 
cruising to an easy victory aboard Incanto  
Prepared (below) to complete the double. 

The achievement was met with a special 
presentation – a commemorative cap and a 
bottle of champagne – and the man himself 
knows it is something to celebrate. 
 
“I can only describe it as a dream coming true 
… I would never think that I could get to that 
mark in Hong Kong, knowing the place is such 
a tough place,” said Moreira, who leads the 
championship with 56 winners. 
  
“I didn’t get there by myself. I had great support 
behind my back, pushing forward in all ways. 
Of course, good horses make a jockey’s life 
much easier and I would describe the horses 
as the ones who make my life such a special 
[one]. I really enjoy doing what I do and I’m 
very pleased to get to such a mark. It’s very 
meaningful. 
 
“I’ve got to dedicate this to my family, my wife, 
my kids, my brothers and sisters and my mum, 
who are no doubt cheering for me to get to this 
mark. Without their support, I would say I could 
never get to this mark.” 
 
Fittingly, Moreira’s 1,000th winner came for his 
biggest supporter in John Size, Incanto  
Prepared giving them their 300th victory  
together. 
  
“It’s his work and ability that gets him those 
numbers. He would’ve ridden the winners no 
matter who he was riding for,” Size said.  
 
“He’s been very consistent, he’s made a big 
impact on Hong Kong racing and he’ll continue 
to do so.” 
  
Moreira finished the night with a treble, going 
on to taste more success with Frankie Lor  
Fu-chuen’s Kinda Cool. 
 
www.scmp.com 

Magic Man hits 1000 winners   
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http://www.bushhillstud.co.za/
http://www.racingassociation.co.za/
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Merry Christmas 


